
Wednesday, March 31, 2010 
 
The Visa Officer 
Immigration Section (UK or relevant) 
Government of Canada 
 
Subject: A very HUMBLE request to open file B053659686 PCL – DUE UNFAIR CLOSURE 
 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
 
I really don’t know at this moment in time if I should laugh or cry at my fate, but I do know that if it is to 
be, it’s upto me, and hence precisely the reason for this humble request. 
 
Why I chose Canada? 
I was unlucky enough to be born in the Islamic Republic of Pakistan, despite poverty, biases and 
corruption that I had to face internally; I acquired external world hatred for the acts of my not so noble 
countrymen, we Pakistanis are refused visas globally, looked down and hated, so I decided to immigrate 
to Canada for a respectable life and hopefully brighter future, please see 
http://whynotnorway.wordpress.com for a more detailed view of the tangible and intangible benefits of 
being born in Pakistan. Hence my wife and I decided to further our and our future generation in Canada, 
where I could launch my business as a trainer / HR consultant or work for a training company as per CIC 
Occupational classification 4131, since I’ve worked, among other roles, as a trainer for most of my life as 
per the eligibility criteria 
 
How did I apply to Canada? 
Well you’ve made it easy enough to apply, but since I was busy training/consulting and my wife in her 
full time job, we decided to take the assistance of an old acquaintance, immigration consultant Sumit 
Sen, CSIC Licence M042172 – website http://www.senimmigration.com  in hindsight I consider this a 
mistake, as throughout the process, after having provided all the information to Sen, our applications 
were FULL of grammatical, spelling and factual mistakes, my wife and I ultimately had to draft out 
everything ourselves as we lost faith in them, but having paid them, we had little choice. In fact EVEN 
after refusal they cajoled us to “match duties with 4131 and we’ll get case reopened” which as I 
browsed on the internet was hogwash, as an appeal has to be filed with Canadian Courts, it is 
EXPENSIVE, plus TIME CONSUMING plus EGO of Visa Officer can get involved (you challenged my 
authority in court) as per web research, I STILL kept quiet till they told me to reapply. Hence I am writing 
this letter DIRECTLY to CIC, no courts, no nothing, I TRUST in the good in your department to sort this 
small matter out internally, and directly between CIC and myself. 
 
As described above I chose 4131 to apply to Canada, the proof of which is in Annexure 1: Proof of 
eligibility – it also contains letter of Nokia Academy (interim till June, I submitted original to consultant 
till end of 06-you are MOST WELCOME to email or call Ms Nanette Fairley, my immediate supervisor and 
discuss my assignment as Training Manager at Nokia Academy with her, nfairley@ihsdubai.com, cell 
+971 50 6565618), in fact, if you were to visit www.synergize.org (course outlines attached with some 
feedback) which is my consulting / training website, you will have a fair idea of the same. I invite you to 
use me to deliver ANY soft skills training to ANY CIC office – just to prove my mettle in person, besides 
show you the THOUSANDS of feedback forms of my trainees that even if I try, I cannot email to you! I’m 
not a native English speaker but with an IELTS score of 8.5/9 I’m not that bad either  My wife’s at 7.5 
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which is fairly reasonable too, in my opinion. I’ve also recently acquired US based GPHR (Global 
Professional of Human Resources) certification 
 
Where was the problem? 
Days turned to months to a year, Sen staff kept telling us that “its in process you’ll soon get medical or 
call for interview, your case is perfect, there is no doubt you’ll get it” 
 
Come end of Jan and we receive the letters from CIC in Annexure 2: Rejection letter from CIC- it was 
most unfair considering that if you see the proof of eligibility with my comments, CV and client letters, it 
beats me how could the visa officer bypass ALL that information, unless a serious misunderstanding 
occurred, in the least he or she could have called me to clarify then an outright rejection! 
As per Annexure 3-Sen Correspondence, we were given hopes of a “re trial” with CIC, last night that 
changed with a call from them that their “Case Filing Officer”, Mr Paul, opines that “one should not 
appeal the CIC verdict and simply re apply as it takes 6 to 8 months to appeal and the outcome is usually 
not positive” – my dear Sir or Madam! I think it is FOOLISH to reapply, why should I waste a YEAR of my 
life when the SAME application, perhaps with stronger element of PROOF will arrive at your Visa 
Officer’s desk!!! Logic and common sense tells me that a simple re evaluation of the same is required, 
which unless I’m mistaken, the Government of Canada, if it is as proactive, intelligent and mature in its 
dealings as I suppose it to be, should be a piece of cake! 
 
The proposal 
Please reopen my file / reevaluate my case (all documents submitted to CIC in Annexure 4), it is unfair 
as unfair can be, you are telling an established trainer of 14 years that he is NOT a trainer, despite proof! 
It doesn’t add up from any angle, yours or mine, hence kindly do the needful, is my humble request. 
 
As a world peace activist (please see www.ahappyworld.info) where I preach equality, love and hope for 
the universe, as a trainer who has on umpteen occasions trained NGOs and firms free of cost where they 
had budget constraints on POSITIVE ATTITUDE, it is ironical that I have to face the brunt of the things I’m 
saving humanity from, in my own little way! At a HUMAN level, I humbly request you to see me for who 
I am then what I’m not, errors and misjudgments are human, I have no issue with them, but I do, with 
not evaluating a case EVEN when one knows that wrong has been done, such as mine. I hope my 
humble request shall fall on ears that listen and act in favor of fairness and equity, above all, all I 
request is a FAIR CHANCE, allow me to PROVE it to you that I am who I claim to be, and if I can’t then 
do what you like, and we both know that with ample proof and 14 years of on and off training 
experience as bread and butter at most times, I mean what I say. 
 
Let me and my family in our new home, Canada, is my humble request please! We deserve it… 
 
Sincerely, 
  
Imran Owais Kazmi 
http://imranokazmi.wordpress.com  
Chief Thinking Officer, Synergize Group 
Regional Director, Psiloc Middle East 
Mobile: +971 55 8094119, +44 750 9184690, +92 342 5380159 
imran.kazmi@synergize.org  
LinkedIn - Facebook 
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